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Self defense in an urban setting From the President:

By Cameron Heiliger

Imagine you are walking out
on the Knoll. You have your
computer bag in one hand and
you are talking on your cell
phone. All of a sudden you hear
a twig snap somewhere in the
trees. Was that a person or just
one of those crazy squirrels?!
Then you start to hear footsteps.
Someone is coming up behind
you! Is it friend or foe? Would
you know what to do? Would
you know how to protect
yourself?
Recently, a booth was set up in
the Tunnel where students were
given the opportunity to sign up
for a self-defense course. The
course, which was offered to
male and female students as well
as faculty and staff, took place
during the week of Oct. 16.
At the beginning of September,
Risk Manager Sara Mulso and
Lynn Gehrke, Chair of the
Child and Family Education

Department, attended a Student
Senate meeting and asked
for monetary support for the
program. They had already
received funding from many
different sources on campus,
and had received a good deal to
take the classes themselves. The
classes generally cost around
$60 per person, but with funding,
the price was $40, and with
the help of additional funding
from campus organizations they
were able to offer the classes to
students for $10.
When Mulso and Gehrke came
to Senate they informed us that
these classes were being taught
by highly qualified trainers.
The men who do the training
have trained Marines as well as
civilians for quite some time.
The course teaches a person to be
aware of his or her surroundings.
It teaches self-defense methods,
along with ways to defend
oneself with everyday objects,
such as a cell phone or a car

antenna.
At the next Senate meeting we
decided we would be able to give
them $1000 to help quell the cost
to students. Senate made this
decision based on the quality of
the program and the opportunity
to bring personal safety and
awareness to Concordia at large.
Concordia is a school in an urban
setting, something that some of
us are all too familiar with.
In the three years that I have
been at Concordia I have rarely
felt "at risk." However, I still
understand that I am in a big
city. This self defense course is
helpful in teaching students to
be aware of their surroundings
and to be prepared in the event
of a situation that they may not
be prepared for. The course may
be over, but students are still
reminded to practice caution and
consider their personal safety on
and around campus.

The Sword Speaks:
Are we letting down our guard?
"Your laptop has been stolen!"
Well maybe it has not, but if
you do not take personal safety
seriously someone may as well
say to you, "Your laptop has
been stolen!"
Perhaps this is harsh to say and
perhaps it may not be the real
case; however, it seems apparent
that many students have become
so complacent and comfortable
with their surroundings that
many are putting their personal
safety at risk. On one specific
occasion, passers by in the
tunnel could walk past the
Campus Ministry Center to see
an unattended computer in the
empty room. As it turned out,
the owner had left it to go to the
restroom.
Many are also leaving their
personal items at risk in their
vehicles. Walking around
Concordia's surrounding streets,
one can peer into only a few
cars to notice CD's, books,
backpacks, a cell phone, and
in one case even a check book.
Some students even regularly
leave their doors unlocked
because they trust their
neighbors.
Unfortunately, attending a
Christian University and having
faith in fellow students is not

enough to prevent thefts and
other offenses. We are in a
neighborhood where crime is
common. Over the summer,
as several football players can
describe, a drug bust took place
in the house behind Concordia
football players' residence, and
this is not the first time that such
an occurrence has taken place in
our neighborhood.
In addition to neighborhood
crime there is always the
problem of crime within the
campus community. We would
like to trust all our fellow
students, but unfortunately there
are always a few people on
campus who will take advantage
of others and their trusting
natures.
It is not uncommon to hear
that someone's car has been
broken into or stolen, Now and
again we do hear that a stereo or
computer has been stolen from
a room. We seem to hear from
time to time that a laptop has
simply disappeared. At times we
even hear that something worse
has happened to a friend or
someone on campus.
To an extent, we must accept
that bad things will happen and
that not everyone on campus
or in the neighborhood is

trustworthy. Even if we cannot
prevent everything, there is no
excuse for people to simply
neglect personal safety. As
students we need to become
more aware of our surroundings
and be prepared for the worst,
while avoiding full fledged
paranoia. Students who took
advantage of the self-defense
courses should be commended
for learning to me more aware
and prepared to deal with sticky
situations. Students should also
take time completely remove
valuables from a car or obscure
them from view. Remember to
lock the dorm room whenever
going Out Ask a friend to keep
an eye on personal belongings or
take them with you, even if just
for a five-minute errand. Also
try to take time to help friends
with safety, whether by watching
their belongings or walking them
to their residence.
It seems that people only
take time to ensure their
personal safety when something
unfortunate happens to someone
else. However, by taking
personal safety a little more
seriously it should not become
an issue. You too can do like
McGruff says and "Take a bite
out of crime!"

Addressing key issues
of internal, external
safety among students
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By President Bob Hoist

went to four years of college
and all I got was this lousy t-shirt
By Matt Mauch
Cross a watchdog with a
bullhorn, and if that combo
happens to be a CSU student
rather than a deformed sci-fi
mutant, you get somebody whose
t-shirt ought to say "Sword" on
the front and "staff' on the back.

If you care about your piece
of Concordia's pie, be that
piece sports, science, service,
Seurat, sociology, salvation,
Shakespeare, you major, your
minor, or whatever, then you've
got a little watchdog in you. If
every now and then you feel an
urge to champion that which you

have invested yourself in (see
preceding sentence), you've got
a little bullhorn in you. Get thee,
then, to a Sword meeting, pronto.
Maybe you can write an article
per semester. Maybe you can
take a paper you're proud of and
turn it into an article. Maybe you
can cover your interest area like

a beat. However its done, the
community that will one day be
your alma mater will enhanced
by it.
So students: What do you want
say you did to make a difference
when you look back at who
you are now? Professors: Who
can you prod to become your

unofficial town crier?
The Sword welcomes
candidates for Spiritual Editor,
News Editor, Arts Editor,
Advertising Manager, Reporter,
Graphic Artist, Illustrator, and
Cartoonist. All positions are paid,
so don't walk. Run. Or send an
e-mail.

